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What's New In LUCID 092;iron (formerly LUCID Steel)?

LUCID\iron is a powerful piece of software designed to help you analyze,
create, edit and solve structural engineering models and projects on your
computer. Requires that you install Qt framework Designed more as an
educational tool for students, the application comes with a strong engine and
with many features that make it great for other structural engineering
purposes outside the academic world. To take advantage of what LUCID\iron has
to offer, you first need to install Qt. Subsequent to its installation, the
app features a typical and surprise-free installation process. Very compact
user interface The main window of LUCID\iron is not intimidating as is the
case with most apps of this sort, as it features a clean and well-organized
layout. Most of the work in LUCID\iron is made possible thanks to its toolbar
that provides you with access to all features and an interactive display that
makes it possible for you to rotate and enlarge models. Can perform a wide
array of calculations for structural engineering Probably the first thing you
need to know about this tool is that it makes it possible for you to simulate
and analyze structural engineering models using a set of interesting methods.
With the help of this comprehensive simulation tool, you can import, view,
edit and post-process simple models. The tool enables you to perform
calculations for standard formulae and section properties, linear static and
finite element analysis, and laminate stiffness matrices. Another advantage
is the fact that LUCID\iron comes with full-support for NASTRAN files, which
are the industry's standard nowadays. Comprehensive documentation and small
set of sample files As expected, you can interact with and test your
engineering models with the help of its built-in simulator. With a fair bit
of structural engineering knowledge, working with the app should not be
difficult, but if you do encounter problems, you should take a look at the
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hefty documentation that is provided within the app. Furthermore, the tool
comes with sample files that are really helpful when trying to figure out the
main functions, especially if you are a novice user. Educational tool with
lots of engineering uses All in all, LUCID\iron is a streamlined and
competent simulation tool for structural engineering. Thanks to a simple
interface and a restrained set of features, the utility is aimed at all
categories of users. Pros: No assembly required, no setup Extremely easy-to-
use Multilingual Unparalleled documentation Small footprint Cons: There is no
support for AutoCAD files LUCID\iron (formerly LUCID/Steel) Verdict: Very
good and well-implemented tool that can take care of most of your structural
engineering needs. Closer Look:



System Requirements:

Minimum System Specifications: No CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E8200 2.5 GHz Memory:
4 GB Graphics Card: NVIDIA 9400 GS 512 MB (NVIDIA 9400GS) Sound Card: NVIDIA
9800 GT 128 MB (SH-01,built-in) OS: Windows Vista (32-bit) or Windows 7 (32-
bit) All machines are recommended to be upgraded to Windows 8.1 Pro
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